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Editorial 
This month two layouts are featured, both of which were built for display 
purposes in shopping centres (someone was paying attention to the 
October and last month’s NSC and the need to promote the hobby!) By 
coincidence, both layouts are located in Knysna!  
As an aside, following his retirement to Knysna, Brian Messenger has 
been compiling a data base of people in the Garden Route area 
interested in model trains. At present the list stands at 22. Between 
Sedgefield and Plettenberg Bay there are 9 layouts in varying scales and 
gauges: N, HO, HOn3 and O scale. British, SAR, American, Rhodesian 
and continental prototypes are modelled. 
Reverting to the display layouts, the first is N gauge, only the second to 
be featured in the North Star Chronicles and the second is Marklin HO. 
What is different, however, is that although the first layout belongs to an 
individual, it was built by the members of an informal group. 
The Knysna Model Railroaders layout in the Garden Route Centre 
It is amazing what you can catch when you go fishing! In April last year, 
following the insertion of an advert in a local newspaper, eight model 
railroaders got together to form an informal group. The group has no 
constitution, no rules and there are no subscriptions so does not really fit 
the requirements to be labelled as a ‘club’. Subsequently, two of the 
original members moved on but were replaced by two new members. 
Thus a fishing expedition revealed that there were 10 model railway 
hobbyists who did not know one another in a small place like Knysna. 
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How many are there in the bigger metropolitan areas who are not being 
reached? 
The group was fortunate in that one of the members owned a shopping 
centre where there was some spare space to accommodate a layout. In 
addition, the member concerned had a lot of surplus N gauge equipment 
which in view of the area earmarked for the layout (7.5m x 2.1m) and 
that it was to be for public display, made the scale/gauge decision an 
easy one. 

 

The glassed off area in the shopping centre 
It was decided that the layout would be assembled in a space above the 
shopping centre in the main road Knysna. Once completed, it would be 
divided into sections, carried downstairs and re-assembled in the 
glassed off area. 

 
Initial ‘back of a cigarette box’ draft of the track plan 
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The final track plan – photo taken by editor through glass 
A “track plan” in a 1 inch to the foot scale was created by one of the 
members. 
The layout features three loops which are powered by straight DC. The 
industrial area may be operated by locos fitted with motion only (no 
sound) DCC decoders if they can be made to run properly.  

  
A trial fit of the baseboards 
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Track base building has begun 
It will be noted from the foregoing two photographs that the baseboards 
are 50mm polystyrene on a plywood base. 

 

The backdrop receiving attention 
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Getting ready for tracklaying 

 

Men (and women) at work  

 
Scenery building well underway  
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The more or less completed layout prior to installation in its 
permanent location   

   
Close view of left hand side detail                                                                                                               

 

View of right hand side 
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Close up of industrial area 
The layout has been complete and ready for the move to its permanent 
location for some time. Painting of the impressive backdrop and a delay 
in fitting the final panels to the top of the glass case held up the move. 
However, it commenced in the last week in December. Inevitably there 
was some damage to the scenery which had to be repaired and of 
course track and electrics had to be joined up. 

 

The layout in the process of installation. Photo editor 
The purpose of this poor quality photo taken through glass and without 
lights on the last day of 2020, is to show the layout in its final location 
with its backdrop.  
Thanks to Brian Messenger for the above photographs except where 
indicated. 
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The Waterfront layout 
As with many areas and businesses, the Covid 19 pandemic has hit 
Knysna hard. Following the closure of the wood processing and furniture 
manufacturing factories, the town has become heavily dependent on 
tourism. Several of the shops and restaurants on the Waterfront have 
closed as a result of the Covid lockdown and the centre’s owner was 
looking around for an attraction to bring visitors to the centre. 
A Marklin layout which had been fully scenicked came up for sale in 
Cape Town which he purchased along with several other collections of 
Marklin equipment from Johannesburg. The next step was to build a 
10m x 2.5m display cabinet to house the layout and collections. 

 

The 10m x 2.5m display case 

 

Storage drawers below the display cabinet for the electrics 
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The view from inside the display case 

 

A South African theme 
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Brian Messenger (blue T shirt, Peter Meese – waterfront centre 
owner leaning forward and A Another showing how much empty 
space there is inside the display cabinet for expansion and thus 
using all the model railway equipment in the plastic containers 
Even in its unfinished state the layout is doing the job for which it was 
intended. Nearly every visitor to the centre stops to have a look at what 
is inside the display case. This process will continue as the layout is 
extended to fill the empty space and word spreads about the display. 
There is just one issue with respect to this display which deserves 
comment. In contrast to the Garden Route Centre layout which has glass 
panels as a ‘roof’, the Waterfront layout does not have any form of cover. 
I believe this is a mistake – not so much from a security angle as this 
aspect is catered for with roll up doors to the area concerned.  
The issue which concerns me is that keeping the display clean and free 
of dust with an open ‘roof’ is going to be a nightmare. 
The end. 


